Flow-dependent versus spreading-like impairment of brain tissue integrity during focal cerebral ischemia and its consequences for neuroprotective strategies
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1. ABSTRACT

Focal cerebral ischemic lesions demonstrate a gradual reduction of blood flow from the rim to the core. Flow reduction induces irreversible damage in the core region, whereas more peripheral tissue, i.e. penumbral tissue, is applicable to therapeutic interventions. Secondary mechanisms for lesion growth involve excitotoxicity, extracellular ion shifts, lactate generation, tissue acidosis, inflammation, spreading depolarization and many other processes. These toxic mediators accumulate in the ischemic core and endanger the still viable rim by diffusion or other spreading-like mechanisms, probably in part largely independent from blood flow. A substantial proportion of hemodynamic penumbral tissue could be demonstrated both in experimental settings and in clinical practice, whereas the precise spatial and temporary contribution of secondary mechanisms is much more difficult to investigate in our patients. Diffusion or spreading-mediated neurotoxicity will affect a small rim around the necrotic lesion. Due to the third power of volumetric analysis this would contribute to a large amount in small experimental lesions, but to a negligible amount of tissue in large clinical lesions and could therefore explain the difference in efficacy of neuroprotective strategies between experimental and clinical setups. Therefore, we discuss the likelihood of direct flow-dependent versus diffusion- or spreading-mediated impairment of endangered tissue in focal cerebral ischemia.

2. INTRODUCTION

There is clear evidence from histological and imaging studies in experimental and clinical trials that focal ischemic lesions tend to increase over time (1-5). Lesion growth may be associated with poor neurological outcome. Thus, understanding the underlying pathomechanisms may lead to further treatment strategies.

3. THE PENUMBRA CONCEPT

Under physiological conditions brain perfusion is highly regulated and controlled to ensure sufficient oxygen supply. However, if blood supply is blocked by a thrombus or embolus, the regulatory capacity may be exceeded, so that reduction of oxygen delivery induces functional and structural deficits.

In the late 70’s Astrup et al. (6,7) first defined detrimental thresholds for blood supply under conditions of cerebral ischemia. They precisely established critical thresholds of cerebral blood flow (CBF) to induce impairment of normal brain function as measured by suppression of electrical activity, and to induce structural damage as measured by loss of ion homeostasis. The brain regions with suppressed function but maintained structural integrity, bordering the already infarcted core, were entitled “penumbra” according to the half-shadow resulting from partially blocked light sources (7). The threshold of cerebral blood flow, below which
neuronal function is affected, was found to be 20-22 ml 100g⁻¹ min⁻¹ in the monkey, 30-35 ml 100g⁻¹ min⁻¹ in cats and rats and 14-20 ml 100g⁻¹ min⁻¹ in humans (8-10). For better interspecies comparison reduction of flow between 20 and 40% of normal values are usually used to hemodynamically characterize the penumbra (11).

The potential of the penumbra to completely recover structurally and functionally has attracted much attention due to its therapeutic implications. Numerous vasoactive drugs have been tested to improve hemodynamics and blood flow in the penumbra to achieve a better stroke outcome. Most of these attempts, however, have been disappointing (12-14).

Flow changes induce several biochemical and metabolic alterations which influence the cell fate at the infarct rim and which can be alternatively addressed by therapeutic interventions:

Excitotoxicity, changes in glucose consumption, extracellular ion shifts, lactate generation, tissue acidosis, microcirculatory flow disturbance, inflammation, spreading depolarization and other molecular responses (8,15-17).

4. FLOW-ASSOCIATED VERSUS FLOW-INDEPENDENT, SPREADING-LIKE IMPAIRMENT OF ENDANGERED TISSUE

For all or most of the above-mentioned factors certain threshold values have been identified (18). However, biochemical and metabolic alterations are not restricted to the place of their origin. Indeed, there is good reason to believe that dramatic biochemical changes occurring in the infarcted tissue may harm adjacent tissue. Extensive neurotoxic factors accumulating within the interstitial space of the infarction may easily diffuse to the neighboring still viable infarct rim and endanger tissue within brain regions in which blood flow is quite above threshold values to induce hypoxic or ischemic brain damage (19).

5. CONSEQUENCES OF SPREADING-LIKE IMPAIRMENT FOR PENUMBRA EVOLUTION IN DIFFERENT SPECIES

Whereas tissue with hemodynamically characterized penumbral flow patterns covers a substantial portion of the final stroke volume and seems to be comparable between rodents and humans in terms of relative size, biochemical or metabolic alterations may exert their effects on both, the directly underlying tissue and the bordering tissue by spread of these toxic factors. The latter will act only for a certain distance from the necrotic tissue. Although scientific data is scarce, especially for human stroke, it may be hypothesized that this distance amounts to a few millimeters and may not differ between small and large species. Due to the third power of volumetric analysis a rim of some millimeters around an ischemic lesion in a rat or mouse would contribute significantly to the final stroke volume, but would be negligible in larger stroke volumes as in humans.

Therefore, we would like to discuss - for some classical mechanisms of lesion growth - the likelihood for direct flow-dependent versus spreading-mediated impairment of endangered tissue in ischemic lesions.

6. SECONDARY MECHANISMS OF LESION GROWTH

6.1. Excitotoxicity

The predominant excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate is ubiquitously present throughout the central nervous system. With normal neuronal activity it is released from presynaptic vesicles and removed by rapid re-uptake mechanisms from the synaptic cleft. If blood supply and thereby substrate delivery to the brain tissue is blocked, the energetic requirements to maintain ion gradients and membrane potential are lost. Consequently, neuronal and glial cells depolarize and excitatory amino acids are released into the interstitial space. Simultaneously, the re-uptake for glutamate is down-regulated resulting in concentrations of 180 µM in the penumbra region (20). Glutamate concentrations in the ischemic core may considerably exceed this level (21,22). In cell culture exposure to 100 µM glutamate is sufficient to induce notable neurotoxicity (23).

Animal models of local exogenous glutamate application into cerebral tissue have shown reproducible excitotoxic lesions at quite a distance from the point of application (23,24). This implies that local build-up of glutamate does not harm tissue integrity solely at its direct origin but also impairs bordering tissue by means of diffusion.

Further evidence concerning blood flow-independent, spreading-like neurotoxicity induced by glutamate is provided by observations, that the final infarct volume is positively correlated to glutamate release during ischemia (20) and that glutamate receptor antagonists have been shown to dramatically reduce infarct size without altering cerebral blood flow (25,26).

6.2. Extracellular ion shift

Activation of specific glutamate receptors induces overload of intracellular ions, especially Ca²⁺, Na⁺ and Cl⁻, while K⁺ and H⁺ are released (17,27). Due to these ion shifts extracellular K⁺ increases to levels above 50 mmol/l in ischemic tissue, where blood flow is reduced below a threshold of 10 to 15 ml 100g⁻¹ min⁻¹ (28,29). In bordering tissue with CBF values clearly above this threshold K⁺ levels range between 5 to 10 mmol/l and in more distant normally perfused peri-penumbral tissue still elevated K⁺ values are detectable (28-30). The elevated K⁺ values in tissue clearly above CBF threshold levels to induce ion shifts indicate spread of ions by means of diffusion.

The hazardous effect of elevated K⁺ ions is still not clear, whereas some authors postulate involvement in infarct expansion and apoptotic cell damage (30,31), other findings argue for alleviation of the ischemic damage (19). The most important potentially hazardous pathway of ion
shift might be the induction of spreading depolarizations (see below) (32).

### 6.3. Lactacidosis and alkalosis

Anaerobic metabolism leads to lactate overload in the ischemic core. Lactate diffuses within the interstitial space and together with $H^+$ causes severe acidosis, which endangers cell viability. Bioluminescence and fluoroscopic studies have shown widespread lactate and acidosis distribution over the affected hemisphere in rats with focal ischemia (33,34). Interestingly, while the infarct core is consistently acidic, the penumbra can also demonstrate foci of alkalosis indicating severe disruption of pH homeostasis. Alkalosis in the penumbra is probably a marker of bad tissue fate (33).

### 6.4. Glucose utilization/blood flow uncoupling

As for lactate and pH, glucose utilization can be investigated with high spatial resolution over the entire hemisphere. Under normal conditions glucose metabolism is closely coupled to CBF in order to cope with the increased metabolic demand (35). Double-labeled autoradiograms for local cerebral glucose utilization have shown significant uncoupling of flow and metabolism after ischemia (36-38) with significant reduction of blood flow despite normal utilization of glucose. This mismatch between energy demand and delivery is unlikely to be tolerated for extended periods. Widespread uncoupling over the entire ipsilateral cortex has been documented in association with peri-infarct depolarizations (see below) (39).

### 6.5. Other mechanisms

Apart from the above-mentioned acute biochemical and metabolic changes a considerable number of molecular responses involving inflammation, generation of free radicals, apoptosis, upregulation of immediate-early genes, up- or down-regulation of specific proteins may influence the final infarct volume (17,39). All of these mainly delayed secondary mechanisms are induced in still viable peri-infarct tissue. However, studies addressing the exact spatial and temporal evolution in relationship to the infarct rim and to the hemodynamic penumbra are scarce or not feasible.

### 6.6. Peri-infarct depolarization

Cortical spreading depression or peri-infarct depolarizations occur spontaneously in the ischemic brain and are thought to be the electrophysiological correlate to spreading depression of electrical activity originally described by Leao in 1944 (40).

In order to cope with the significant ion shifts present during cortical spreading depression, the increased energy demand of ATP-dependent ion pumps is associated with a reactive hyperperfusion (41,42). Therefore, cortical spreading depression does not induce morphological damage in healthy brain tissue. If, however, CBF is compromised as under conditions of focal ischemia the oxygen delivery is not sufficient to restore the energy demand. Consequently, cortical spreading depressions induce transient periods of tissue hypoxia (43,44).

Additionally, inverse coupling of perfusion to peri-infarct depolarizations is well documented and may further aggravate tissue hypooxygenation in focal ischemic lesions (45,46). Hypooxygenation together with significant ion changes (28,29,47) may further exacerbate tissue damage. Indeed, there is a strong correlation between the occurrence of peri-infarct depolarizations and expansion of infarctions (32,48,49).

Together with recent findings, which demonstrated that spontaneous cortical spreading depressions and peri-infarct depolarization also affect the injured human brain (50,51), these events are particularly important, as cortical spreading depolarizations or peri-infarct depolarizations are not limited to the malperfused tissue in focal cerebral ischemia but rather propagate over the entire hemisphere (45,52). Therefore, in contrast to diffusion-mediated spread of toxic mediators, peri-infarct depolarizations may affect viable tissue at quite a distance to the ischemic lesion. This could contribute significantly to infarct expansion in large and small ischemic lesion.

### 6.7. Life span of factors influencing bordering tissue

There is increasing evidence that the penumbra as defined by hemodynamic measures largely turns into infarction within a few hours (11,53-55). The observation that thrombolytic therapy is only effective during the first few hours proves this finding clinically (56-58). Recently, the “diffusion and perfusion imaging evaluation for understanding stroke evolution (DEFUSE) study” was conducted to extend the time period for thrombolysis from 3 to 6 hours in selected patients and used diffusion/perfusion mismatch on magnetic resonance imaging, which is a surrogate for the viable hemodynamic penumbra. In this study, viable hypoperfused tissue was found in only 48% of patients measured during the first 6 hours.

In contrast to the hemodynamic penumbra, secondary mechanisms influence the cell fate in the stroke’s rim during the acute phase (excitotoxicity, ion shifts, lactacidosis) but are also documented to influence the lesion growth for extended time periods. These delayed secondary mechanisms like inflammation, apoptosis, generation of free-radical species, etc. modulate lesion size for up to several days (17).

### 8. Imaging the penumbra

Whereas a substantial portion of penumbral tissue, as defined hemodynamically, can be detected by different techniques in experimental and clinical settings (53,59,60), simultaneous imaging of tissues viability reveals only a small rim of viable tissue displaying hemodynamic penumbral flow patterns even early after stroke onset (10).

Imaging secondary mechanisms for infarct growth is difficult or impossible in the human brain. The best marker to assess the relevance of delayed secondary mechanisms may be the delayed increase (beyond 8-12
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Figure 1. The figure is adapted with permission from (10). Panel A depicts an illustrative flumazenil and CBF PET 454 min after stroke onset in a 52 year-old patient. The yellow inset corresponds to areas of flumazenil (FMZ) binding ≤ 3.4 indicating irreversible tissue damage and the blue inset depicts viable hemodynamic penumbra defined by CBF < 14.1 ml 100g⁻¹ min⁻¹ outside the area with FMZ ≤ 3.4. The secondary infarct growth in areas outside the hemodynamic penumbra was investigated by late magnetic resonance imaging scans and is depicted in red. Panel B shows mean values ± standard deviation of the 10 patients investigated between 2 and 12 hours after stroke onset. The size of the initially viable hemodynamic penumbra and the infarct growth that occurs outside of the hemodynamic penumbra is given in lesions of differing size in panel C: In small ischemic lesions the relative volume of the hemodynamic penumbra and the infarct growth is rather large, while the volumes are practically negligible in large lesions.

hours after stroke onset) of the ischemic volume. This increase is well documented in experimental settings (1-3,61). In humans several reports demonstrated lesion evolution by magnetic resonance imaging (4,5,62), but often address rather early blood flow-coupled lesion evolution than the delayed time interval. Furthermore, impressive relative growth has been reported in small ischemic lesions. In absolute values, however, this growth represents a negligible increase in stroke volume, which is unlikely to affect our patients’ outcome. For example, Baird et al. (4) reported lesion growth of 68% assessed by repeated magnetic resonance imaging in 28 stroke patients. Detailed analysis revealed that this increase was due to significant enlargements of rather small lesions during the early phase of infarct expansion / maturation. Although such a small absolute increase in stroke volume can be clinically relevant in the most eloquent areas of the cerebrum, like the brain stem, it would probably not have any impact in the vast majority of strokes.

The most striking work supporting penumbra-independent infarct growth due to secondary mechanism in humans probably is the study reported by Heiss et al. (10). They have analyzed the early hemodynamic penumbra by CBF PET in relation to viable tissue determined by flumazenil PET. Additionally, secondary growth of the lesion outside the hemodynamic penumbra was addressed by follow-up magnetic resonance imaging. Again a substantial relative proportion of infarct growth and hemodynamic penumbra was found. This impressive relative increase, however, was mainly due to the small initial lesion size. In larger strokes, the difference was minimal, as the difference in absolute volume units overall was small (Figure 1).

9. PERSPECTIVE

Evolution of ischemic lesions involves both hemodynamic changes and multiple secondary mechanisms with a rather complex spatial and temporal interplay. Whereas the spatial and temporal profile of a hemodynamic penumbra has been shown in humans and animals, secondary mechanisms influencing the cell fate at the rim of infarction are much more difficult to precisely investigate in humans. However, animal studies provide evidence that toxic mediators accumulating in the infarct core may diffuse to still viable tissue and jeopardize peri-infarct regions. These mechanisms may influence bordering viable tissue during the acute as well as during the delayed period of infarct growth. In volumetric analysis of small animal brains diffusion-mediated impairment contributes to large “relative” volumes in small lesions. In human stroke, however, the “relative” infarct growth due to diffusion of secondary involved toxic mediators may be rather small.

In contrast to diffusion-mediated injury, spreading depression events can involve the entire hemisphere. Peri-infarct depolarizations may therefore contribute notably to lesion evolution even in human stroke. In view of recent findings demonstrating these depolarizations in the injured human brain, these events should be investigated in correlation to infarct growth in human stroke victims.
Overall, this personal analysis of the literature on the evolution of stroke easily explains the discrepant efficacy of neuroprotective strategies between animals and humans. This discussion may pave the way for clinically more effective future strategies.
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